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1. Introduction  
 
The work below presents the analysis of 
properties of a classifier being the synthesis 
(fusion) of two simple (ranking) domain 
classifiers applied to medical diagnostics. 
The presented work is a continuation of  
the theoretical results included in [2].  

The example concerns determination of 
initial diagnosis for the patient on the basis  
of diagnosed symptoms of disease and risk 
factors with regard to their intensification.  
The applied diagnostic model, described in the 
papers [6, 7] also considers the significance 
levels for the applicable symptoms and risk 
factors in diagnosing individual diseases. Data 
on the patient’s health condition (observation 

Xx∈ ) were divided by domains into two areas: 
data on symptoms presence and data on risk 
factors and their intensification. These data 
formed the basis for developing two domain 
classifiers. The third classifier, typical for 
medical diagnostics processes and ‘operating’ on 
data concerning the specialist results of 
laboratory tests is included further in the 
iteration diagnostic process upon obtaining  
the initial diagnosis. 
 
2. Pareto filter as a complex classifier  
 
The classifiers used in the example were 
developed on the basis of ranking functions [2], 
and their values may be interpreted as the 
distance (fitting rate, similarity) of observation 

Xx∈  (in the area of symptoms or risk factors, 
respectively) to the applicable disease  
units l∈L , [6, 9]. 

 1
xf l  – similarity rate for symptoms   

 2
xf l  – similarity rate for risk factors          (1) 

Set { }201 ,..,,..., lll m=L  in the analyzed example 
is a set of twenty disease units (labels) indexed 
with M∈m , presented in Table 1. This table 
also contains (for the adopted observation of 
medical results Xx∈ ) the values of both 
ranking functions (1). As we see, these values 
are not injective, therefore the rankings 
( )1

xfr  and ( )2
xfr  developed on the basis there 

of will be not linear [2, 20]. 
 

Table 1. Values of similarity rates 
 
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1
xf  

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 

2
xf  

0.6 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 

m 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1
xf  

0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 

2
xf  

0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 

 

The applied medical data (observation x) 
refer to the so-called “difficult diagnostic case” 
since the calculated values of the similarity 
function (1) according to the model adopted  
in works [6, 7] achieved relatively low and 
repeatable for many labels values. 

On the basis of the a/m functions, the 
following two simple classifiers were developed: 
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Classifications acquired with these classifiers 
(initial diagnoses) are as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( ) { }2225411 , lxCxDllxCxD ====   ,  
(3) 

Diagnostic concluding on the basis of these 
results is most probably hindered and doubtful, 
for example due to that 
 

   1 2C x C x     (4) 
 
This undoubtedly results from the fact that both 
classifiers are too simple (only the symptoms or 
only risk factors and of low accuracy and the 
ranking functions are not injective) [6, 7]). 
A logical and safe approach in this case would 
be adopting the initial diagnosis ( )oD  in the 
form  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) { }54221 ,, lllxCxCoD =∪=   (5) 
 
without any guarantee, however, that the actual 
diagnosis will be included in set ( )oD . An 
alternative manner will be synthesis of the 
applied simple classifiers (2). Figure 1 presents 
the area of synthesis Y as well as ranking image 

xY  of set for observation Xx∈  and the  

so-called ideal point ( ) ( )0,6;0,7y x
∗

= . 
The coordinates of such point shall 

be: ( ) ( ) N 
L

∈==
∈∈

∗

nlfyxy n
xlnYyn

x

,maxmax  

This point is a ranking image of virtual label 
(utopian label) of such a disease unit, which 
would have the highest similarity rate in terms of 
symptoms and risk factors under observation 

Xx∈  [2, 3, 26, 27]. 
As the synthesis relation, the previously 
discussed [2] Pareto relation was adopted –  
the most common in such cases [3, 13, 15]. 
According to [2], an integrated classifier 
(generated as a result of synthesis) shall be  
the classifier: 
 

( ) ( ) L⊂= − RN
xxR YfxC 1 , (6) 

 
Set { }4,3,2=RN

xY  was marked on Figure 1.  
 
 
 

 
Thus 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )
( ){ } { }

1

2 3 4

0, 4;0,7 , 0,5;0,6 , 0,6;0, 4

, ,

R x

RN
m x m x

C x f

l f l Y l l l

−=

= ∈ ∈ =L
that is 
 ( ) { } LL ⊂== 432 ,, lllxC RN

xR  
 
This is a set of disease units (labels), from which 
there are no ‘more fitted’ units in set L  with 
regard to observation Xx∈  in the area of 
diagnosed symptoms and risk factors. This is the 
effect of operation of the integrated classifier. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Space of synthesis Y and set Yx 

 
Table 2 presents the list of indications of the 
individual classifiers on the basis of observation 

Xx∈  with reference to set L . 
The last two columns of the table present 
information on conformity of the conformity rate 
of the indication of the given classifier with 
“baseline indication” RN

xL , concerning the set of 
labels, from which there are no other better  
fitted [2]. The last column of the table contains 
the values of Jaccard’s conformity (similarity) 
index [24, 28] of indication of a given classifier 
with a set of diagnosis, from which there are no 
better fitted.  
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Tab. 2. Proposals of initial diagnoses determined by the selected classifiers 

 

Lp. Classifier Classifier indication 
Common part with the set  

 R
NL  

The compatibility factor 

Jacckard set and R
NL  

1. ( )xC1
 { }54 ,ll  { } 3

1
4 ,l  4

1  

2. ( )xC2
 { }2l  { } 3

1
2 ,l  3

1  

3. ( )xC3
 { }20105432 ,,,,, llllll  { } 1,,, 432  lll  2

1  

4. ( )xCR
 { }432 ,, lll  { } 1,,, 432  lll  1 

5. ( )xCMG
 { }42 ,ll  { } 3

2
42 ,,ll  3

2  

6. ( )xCWG
 { }42 ,ll  { } 3

2
42 ,,ll  3

2  

 
The next to last column contains information on 
“intersection” of the indication of a given 
classifier with the set of nondominated labels 
and the coverage index with regard to 
intersection (proportion of a number of 
nondominated labels contained in the classifier 
indication to the total number of nondominated 
labels). 
Referring to the need of possible further 
extension of classification we may [2], 
additionally determine the following sets on 
recurrent basis:  

( ) ( )2,1 RN
x

RN
x L  L  (the “most important” two, 

subsequent clusters of label set L  (see Figure 1) 
[5] and perform the ranking of the total of these 
sets  ( )1 2RN

x ∪L  

( ) { }432 ,,1 lllRN
x =L  

( ) { }20105 ,,2 lllRN
x =L  

( ) ( ) { } ( )2 3 4 5 10 201 2 , , , , , 1 2RN RN RN
x x xl l l l l l∪ = = ∪L L L
developing another classifier 

( ) ( )213 ∪= RN
xxC L . 

This set may be further subject to ranking using 
the distance of its elements from the ideal point 

(hypothetical ideal diagnosis)  y x


 [6, 7, 26]. 
We shall obtain (see Figure 1) the following 
ranking:  
( ( ) ) 5,4,20,10,2,321 =∪RN

xr L  
Let’s notice a significant difference between the 
ranking indications presented above with the  
ranking indications of only the first Pareto 
filtration: 
  3,2,4RN

xr L   

Using the recurrent Pareto filtration formula [2],  
extended the set of initial indications with  
the new labels numbered 10, 20 and 5, of which 
two 10l  and 20l  overtook label 4l  in the ranking 
determined on the basis of distance from  

the ideal point (ideal label)  y x


. This is  
a significant diagnostic conclusion implying 
great caution in excessively restrictive narrowing 
of the initial diagnosis. The specific nature of 
this situation is clearly illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
3. Classifier committee voting 
 
For completeness of analysis of the discussed 
example the indications resulting from ‘classifier  
voting’ will be determined. In the case of such 
utilization of the classifier the fusion of 
classification is frequently applied, consisting in 
different ‘classifier voting’ technologies [15]. 
The new complex classifiers are obtained using 
this method, for example, ‘maximum number of 
votes’ or ‘majority of votes’. 
Let 

{ }N  ∈= nCC n ,  – committee (set) of 
classifiers such that  

N   L ∈→ nXCn ,2:  
 
that is such that 

( ) N    L ∈⊂ nxCn ,  
Set of ‘voting classifiers’ for label L∈l shall be 
defined as 

( ) ( ){ }xClCCl nnx ∈∈=N  

Let ( )lNx  be the cardinality of set ( ) L  N ∈llx ,  
The classifier of “maximum number of votes” 
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selected (generated) by the classifier committee 
shall be the classifier ,2: L→XCMG such that 

 
( ) ( ) L

L
⊂=

∈
lNxC xlMG maxarg ,  (7) 

that is 

( ) ( ) LL
L

⊂








=





∈=

∈

∗∗

lNlNlxC xlxMG max
 

In the analyzed example, considering the first 
four classifiers (with no selection), we will 
obtain (see Table 2) 
 

   

   2 4

arg max

max 3 ,

MG xl

x xl

C x N l

l N l N l l l

L

L
L L



 



 

              
 
The other voting principle is the majority of 
votes principle, leading to synthesis of the 
“majority of votes classifier”: 

L2: →XGWG  
of the following exemplary form: 
 

( ) ( ){ }12
1 +≥∈= ClNlxC xWG L , (8) 

 
In the analyzed case: 
 

( ) ( ){ } { }42 ,3 lllNlxC xWG =≥∈= L . 
 
Table 2 also lists the results of indications of 
these classifiers and their conformity indices 
with the indication obtained as a result of Pareto 
filtration.  
The diagnosis proposals obtained on the basis of 
indications of classifiers may be additionally 
assessed using many other quality indices, 
including: classification error, indication 
ambiguity or distinctness [6, 7, 24, 28]. 
 
4. The reliability of the Pareto 

classifier 
 
In the case of meta-classifiers obtained as  
a result of synthesis one may also define  
a “global quality index”, so-called “indication 
reliability”. Using the definition of the 
diagnostic process reliability index [7], one may 
propose the following formula specifying the 
value of the reliability index for meta-classifier 

( )xCR : 

( )( ) ( )xyyyxCxw R

∗∗∗

−−=, ,  (9) 

where  









=

∗∗∗∗

Nn yyyy ,...,,...,1 , such that 

( ) N  , 
L

∈=
∈∈

∗

nlfy n
xlXxn maxmax ,  (10) 

the global ranking reference point (global ideal 
point, greatest lower bound of set Y). Upon 
normalization of the index value, we will obtain: 

  ( )( )
( )

( ) 






 −−=−=
∗∗−

∗

∗∗

xyyxCxw
y

xyy

R α11,  

(11) 
where  

Ny

11 == ∗α  – normalization index (for 

normalized ranking areas it is assumed that 

( )1,...,1=
∗

y ). 
In the analyzed example, we will obtain: 
 

( )( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
65,035,011.1

25,013,04,0.1

7,0;6,01,11,

22
1

2
1

2
1

2
122

2
1

2
1

=−=−=−=

=−=+−=

=−−=   xCxw R

 

Thus the reliability of indication ( )( )xCx R,  of 
classifier ( )xCR  for observation Xx∈  in the 
analyzed example is only 65%. This confirms 
the fact that the diagnostic data used in the 
example and resulting from observation x were 
insufficiently expressive and unambiguous  
(see Table 1). 
 
5. Summary 
 
Analysis of the results obtained on the basis of 
the diagnostic example described in Clause 4 
fully confirms the benefits achievable thanks to 
the application of classifier synthesis. Even  
a brief analysis of the results obtained in the 
example (including analysis of Figure 1) 
demonstrates obvious benefits resulting from 
synthesis of classifiers leading to an increased 
value of many indexes used for assessment of 
quality of classifiers, such as: ranking function 
injectivity index, ambiguity index, 
expressiveness index and reliability of 
indications [1, 6, 7, 28]. The analysis of the 
example also demonstrates the possible 
diagnostic benefits from the repeated application 
of the Pareto filtration  leading to the extension 
of the initial diagnosis. Surprisingly, high 
conformity of the indications of “classifier 
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voting” in a form of “maximum number of 
votes” (7) and “majority of votes” (8) classifiers 
with Pareto meta-classifier  (66 % conformity 
with baseline indication RN

xL  (see Table 2) 
appeared to be an unexpected effect of the 
analyzed example. 
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Analiza własności klasyfikatorów wieloetykietowych  

na przykładzie określania wstępnej diagnozy  
 

A. AMELJAŃCZYK  

 
W pracy dokonano analizy własności wstępnych diagnoz medycznych uzyskiwanych z zastosowaniem 
klasyfikatorów prostych i złożonych. Wprowadzone pojęcia zilustrowano obszernym przykładem  
z zakresu diagnostyki medycznej.  
 
Słowa kluczowe: diagnostyka medyczna, klasyfikatory jednoetykietowe i wieloetykietowe, klasyfikatory proste 
i złożone, komitet klasyfikatorów, synteza klasyfikatorów, diagnoza niezdominowana, wiarygodność 
klasyfikatora. 
 


